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The Broken Spell by Erika McGann
 

Who would ever think magic could be boring? Certainly not Grace, Jenny, Rachel,
Adie, and Una, especially after their disastrous first encounter with witchcraft.
Now they're stuck learning dusty old theory until the radiant Ms. Gold comes
into town. Before long, she has the coven turning into blond bombshells,
creating cute pets out of thin air, and taking fabulous flying lessons!

Fortune Falls by Jenny Goebel
 

Welcome to Fortune Falls, a magical town where superstitions are real. Four-leaf
clovers really do bring good fortune, and owning a rabbit's foot is the secret to
success. However, there aren't enough charms in the universe to help Sadie
Bleeker. She can't pass a ladder without walking under it, and black cats won't
leave her alone. 

Book of the Dead by Michael Northrop
 

Nothing can save Alex Sennefer's life. That's what all the doctors say, but his
mother knows it's not true. She knows that the Lost Spells of the Egyptian Book
of the Dead can crack open a door to the afterlife and pull her son back from the
brink. But when she uses the spells, five evil ancients--the Death Walkers--are
also brought back to life.

Bury Me by K. R. Alexander
 

Some dolls never die. No one ever leaves Copper Hollow. It's a town with a
deadly history . . . but nobody ever talks about it. Kimberly thinks there might
be something strange going on. She's not sure what - until the menacing doll
appears with two words written across its clothes: BURY ME

Abby Carnelia's One and Only Magical Power by David Pogue
 

One day, Abby Carnelia, ordinary sixth grader, realizes she has a magical power.
Okay, it's not a fancy one: she can make a hard-boiled egg spin by tugging on her
ears. But it's the only one she has, and it's enough to launch her into an
adventure where she meets a host of kids with similarly silly powers, becomes a
potential guinea pig for a drug company, and hatches a daring plan for escape.



Goosebumps Movie Novel by R. L. Stine
 

Zach has just moved from NYC to a creepy small town. He soon realizes his new
neighbor, Hannah, is in danger. When he tries to rescue her, he accidentally
unleashes the monsters created and brought to life by her writer father, R.L.
Stine. Now it's up to Zach, Hannah, and Stine to get the monsters back in their
books where they belong. Can they stop the monsters... for good?

Journal 3 by Alex Hirsch
 

Journal 3 brims with every page ever seen on the show plus all-new pages
with monsters and secrets, notes from Dipper and Mabel, and the Author’s
full story. Fans of Gravity Falls will simply love this 288-page full-color
hardcover version of Journal 3!

Grave Images by Jenny Goebel
 

Bernie's summer is looking pretty grim. It's hard to make friends when your family
runs a monument company, and your backyard is littered with tombstones. To make
matters worse, her father has just hired a new artist to engrave the headstones--the
creepy Mr. Stein. Bernie has a bad feeling about him right from the start, and after
snooping around his cottage, she discovers an engraved portrait of their neighbor . . .
a woman who promptly dies the next day.
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Frankenstein: Junior Classics for Young Readers by 
Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley

 

Secretly in an attic lab, a medical student creates what no man has created
before. A living, breathing, giant man. It's a scientific discovery like no other. It's
an electrifying, brilliant achievement. But it is a monster. A monster that will
torment his creator, Dr. Frankenstein, until his dying day. An abridged version of
the classic tale. 

Ghosts by Raina Telgemeier
 

Catrina and her family are moving to the coast of Northern California because her
little sister, Maya, is sick. Cat isn't happy about leaving her friends for Bahía de la
Luna, but Maya has cystic fibrosis and will benefit from the cool, salty air that blows
in from the sea. As the girls explore their new home, a neighbor lets them in on a
secret: There are ghosts in Bahía de la Luna.



My Big Fat Zombie Goldfish by Mo O'Hara
 

When Tom's big brother decides to become an Evil Scientist, his first
experiment involves dunking Frankie the goldfish into toxic green gunk. Tom
and his best friend Pradeep know that there is only one thing to do: Zap the
fish with a battery and bring him back to life! But there's something weird
about the new Frankie. He's now a BIG FAT ZOMBIE GOLDFISH with hypnotic
powers . . . and he's out for revenge!

Salem Witch by Patricia Hermes
 

Salem, 1692. Devils and witches are an accepted fact of life and religion. When
some girls in the village begin having fits and tremors, their torments are
attributed to the action of witches. Elizabeth Putnam and her parents are
different from many of the other village folk, and they doubt the superstitions
that terrify the town. As Elizabeth struggles to find her way, she also finds
herself at odds with George, her best friend.

Nightmares! by Jason Segel and Kirsten Miller
 

Charlie Laird has several problems. 1. His dad married a woman he is sure
moonlights as a witch. 2. He had to move into her purple mansion, which is
NOT a place you want to find yourself after dark. 3.He can’t remember the last
time sleeping wasn’t a nightmarish prospect. Like even a nap. What Charlie
doesn’t know is that his problems are about to get a whole lot more real.
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The Legend of Sleepy Hollow: Junior Classics for Young
Readers by Washington Irving

 

Ichabod Crane faces the terror of the Headless Horseman, and Rip Van Winkle
rises from a 20-year sleep to find a world vastly changed in these two
delightful classics of American literature. An abridged version of the classic
tales. 

Moving Target by Christina Diaz Gonzalez 
 

Cassie Arroyo, an American studying in Rome, has her world ripped apart when
someone tries to kill her father, an art history professor at an Italian university.
Is she their next target? Cassie sets out to uncover what is happening, only to
learn that she is a member of an ancient bloodline that enables her to use the
Spear of Destiny--a legendary object that can shape the future. 
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Scare Me by K. R. Alexander
 

Every year, the town of Happy Hills holds its haunted house contest. In a spooky
old manor, teams of kids come up with new ways to frighten people. The
scariest team wins. But this year, all the teams are going to lose. Because this
year the house itself has awakened . . . and it won't be happy until it's devoured
all the people inside. 

Willodeen by Katherine Applegate
 

Eleven-year-old Willodeen adores creatures of all kinds, but her favorites are the
most unlovable beasts in the land: strange beasts known as “screechers.” The
villagers of Perchance call them pests, even monsters, but Willodeen believes the
animals serve a vital role in the complicated web of nature.

Zombie Attack! by Jillian Schrager
 

This book contains the tactics, tricks, and strategies necessary to outsmart,
outrun, and outmaneuver: Every imaginable king of zombie! Vengeful creatures
from the deep! Monstrous cryptids that may lurk in your own backyard! (This
copy does not include a threat detector.) 

The Shadows by Jacqueline West
 

When Olive and her parents move into the crumbling mansion and find it filled
with mysterious paintings, Olive knows the place is creepy—but it isn’t until she
encounters its three talking cats that she realizes there’s something darkly magical
afoot. Then Olive finds a pair of antique spectacles in a dusty drawer and discovers
the most peculiar thing yet: She can travel inside the house’s spooky paintings to a
world that’s strangely quiet . . . and eerily sinister. 

The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde: Junior Classics for
Young Children by Robert Louis Stevenson

 

When a mysterious crazy man named Mr. Hyde appears, Dr. Jekyll starts acting
very suspicious. It's up to Mr. Utterson to find out who Mr. Hyde is and what Dr.
Jekyll has to do with him. An abridged version of the classic tale. 


